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Despite the surrounding Middle East turmoil, Jordan is busy with
tourism including climbing. New route developments in Wadi Rum

have continued through winter - spring 2005.
Nevertheless, the summit of Jebe1 urn Ishrin - one of the most dominant

in Rum, guarding the east flank of the main valley still remains elusive.
Regular Rum visitor, Gilles Rappeneau, hopes to track down the long
forgotten Bedouin way and has gathered more information from the locals.
Meanwhile a copy of his small topo booklet to other superb Bedouin hunting
routes - amongst Rum's best adventure climbs - will be found in the Rum
Rest House. Another is with Talal Awad, an 'aspirant' Bedouin guide and
regular companion of Gilles. Also see website list below. The only new
climb on this massif is south of the summit and of considerably smaller
scale: A Nevin and L Kamphausen climbed the bold overwidth chimney
above the abseil from Rakabat Canyon, into Kharazeh Canyon at 6a (all
grades in French system).

To the east of Jebe1 urn Ishrin, the enjoyable and easily accessible west
facing cliff of Jebe1 M'Zaygeh has had two more climbs added, up cracks
SOm left of Runner Up, at 6a and Sc/6a, by three French climbers and
Bedouin guide M'salim Sabbah (eldest son of Rum's ftrst Mountain Guide,
Sabbah Atieq). Both routes were climbed in traditional style unlike last
year's new additions on this crag that were bolt protected, contravening the
Rum Protected Area (National Park) regulations. I will say again, as I said
in my last Al report, that after the safety of the bolts, anyone moving on
from here to the traditional routes of Rum is likely to find a cool head at
least as much of a requirement as technical ability. Writing in the New
Routes Book in 2004, Andrew Walker says 'save those scary, unprotected
but beautiful lines for climbers with the ability to "run it out" and create
bold, committing routes in the future'. A bolt has already appeared on
pitch 3 of Aquarius on Jebe1 Rum's E face on a line originally climbed
using traditional gear, and a heated debate is taking place about bolts placed
on an exposed traverse on the committing Bedouin climb of Mohammed
Musa's Route. Apparently an aspirant Bedouin Guide requested them to
protect clients, as happened with Sabbah's Route, which set an unfortunate
precedent. Still having a grump about bolts, another (actually a peg in a
drilled hole) has appeared in the top wide chimney of Sundown in Barrah
Canyon. It is to be hoped that this retrogressive trend does not spread
insidiously onto other traditional lines. Climbers adding new routes should
also endeavour to use traditional ethics and gear - Rum is a wilderness
area, let's do our best to keep it that way.

Still in Barrah Canyon, Omar Auda and Mohamed Hammad, Rum's
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youngest 'aspirant' guides (see weblinks below) made their first new route,
Welcome to the Gazelles, with 2 pitches of 5+ which clients seem to enjoy.
Nearby, on Jebel Barrah, A Moore and T Pidsley broke left from Hunter's
Slabs to climb the East Ridge, giving 'a worthwhile traverse of the summit'.
They also added some grade 3 climbs on Jebel Sabata, SSW of Jebel
KhazaIi. East of KhazaIi, on Jebel Qabr Amra, a seldom climbed massif,
half a dozen new climbs were opened up by Omar Auda's elder brother,
Mountain Guide Atieq Auda, all at about 5+, some with sections of AllAZ.

Rum regulars Albert Precht and Sigi Brochmeyer have been busy again
on Jebel Rum, adding the South Wall of the West Pillar- 7 pitches with a 6b
crux and, together with Oswald Olz, the West Pillar itself - 9 pitches, 6a
max, 'superb'. The trio went on to climb Gourmet right of the West Pillar,S
max, 'perfect rock, a real pleasure', descending by four 50m abseils on
good gear. They finished their trip with the 8-pitch Mumien Express, 6b max,
on Jebel Rum's remote Amen Dome. As always, all routes were done in
clean traditional style.

Heading to the far south now, near The Ha}}, the West Buttress of Jebel
Suweibit provided a 300m TD inf with a 6b crux for R Durra and R Austin
and gave C and R Lewis and S Grey The Fear of Flying, 3. Finally, on the
last day of their trip, A Walker and F Horacete added the excellent Songline,
'four exciting pitches' 6c, 6a, 5c, 5c/6a, up a 'perfect Barrah-style straight
crack on the S Face of Jebel um M'goor. Good nut pro throughout.'

The weather was again a bit weird. The Khamsin (fifty day) wind blew
for much of April, bringing some dusty days and a few days in mid-April
with temperatures over 38°. The Visitor Centre at the entrance to the valley
is now open and charges a 2ID (£1.50) admission fee to the Rum Protected
Area. The Rest House and Campsite are still in use and it is possible to hire
vehicles and local guides from the Rum Village, though the official system
is to make arrangements at the Visitor Centre on arrival (not really possible
for long stay climbers). There is still no adequate rescue equipment (though
there has been another helicopter rescue aided by local Bedouin) and there
are still only three local 'qualified' guides, though half a dozen others are
working regularly as guides on the popular Bedouin routes. The Aqaba
Authority (ASEZA) is responsible for the area but have not indicated when
there will be further training of these guides or provision of equipment.

Useful websites and contacts:
Gilles Rappeneau - http://wadirum.userhome.ch
Mohamed Hammad: Mohamed-climber@yahoo.com
Rum Bedouin Mountain Guides: http://bedouinroads.com
Wilf Colonna and the Desert Guides: http://www.desertguides.com
Website on Jordan and Rum: http://www.jordanjubilee.com
Waiter Neser's Rum climbs website: http://www.wadirum.net
Tony Howard: www.nomadstravel.co.uk- info on Rum, Jordan, Mid East

and North Africa
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